
INT 137EV - Exploring Our Voices 
Unit 7 – Section Activity 
 
Mapping Ourselves – Part II 
 
Our Section Activity this week provides us some time and space for reflection.  
Plus, in efforts to ground our knowledge in career applications, we will also 
spend time applying foundations of voice explored in the recent segments our 
course, to our own representations of self.   
 
Part 1: 
Now that you have launched your Assignment 2, met and worked with your 
partner (at least in initial phases of choosing a sight and planning your research), 
please take a moment (5-10 minutes) to jot down some reflections about this 
collaborative process.  Questions for you to explore could include: 
 
 • what new things did I discover in starting this project by working with  

  another individual(s)? 
 

• what challenges did I experience in these initial phases of collaborative  
   work? 

 
 • what advantages or gains can I identify from working out this project 
    with another individual(s)? 

 
• what lessons did I learn from this experience that I could imagine  
  applying to future contexts of research, or career occupations? 

 
Choose to respond to at least one critical question (either those posed above, or 
one you devise yourself). Please bring in your reflections to section so we can 
discuss them.  We will ask you to include at least one major reflection from this 
exercise in your e-portfolio. 

 
Please post these reflections on your e-portfolio site. 

 
Part 2: 
The rest of your section activity will happen in section, during class discussion 
and in small group brainstorming (there is nothing else to write or turn in). 



However, in advance of section, you should read over and consider the following 
agenda items we hope to cover: 
 
• We will apply the latest conceptions and lessons about voice, speech, music, 
and sound we have explored in the recent units of our course, and see how any 
concepts or ideas might shape our e-portfolios (of any type or genre). 
 
• We will especially consider if any of your section writings/projects (your videos, 
your mini-ethnographies, or your listening journals) could be adapted or revised 
in some way to specifically fit your e-portfolio sites. 
 
• Finally, we will give you workshop time to work with your partner(s) on the final 
stages of Assignment 2, as you work from your site research and reflection 
journals, to your actual papers.  We will conduct some review on effective writing 
approaches as you work to complete your final drafts. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 


